**TT-221 ClikGrip 7” Auto Adjusting Pliers**
- Simple, quick adjusting design (no button to press or channels to lock)
- Hi-strength Chrome Vanadium Steel with non-reflective black oxide finish
- Only one hand needed to adjust size with a light squeeze of the handles
- Jaws stay parallel and grip flat, round, or irregular shaped objects
- Jaws maintain spacing when pressure is released (less hand fatigue)
- Cushioned, non-slip handles

**TT-242 CablCut Cable Cutter**
- Cuts multi-wire cooper cable up to 3/8” diameter
- Curved double ground SK-5 cutting blades
- Precision 10 to 20 AWG wire stripper
- Comfortable and lockable ErgoTex handles
- Corrosion resistant Black Oxide finish

**TT-270 8” Lineman Pliers**
- Clean cut from soft wire to high tensile wire
- Hot forged Chromium molybdenum steel
- Precision & ultra-smooth joint with no side play
- Serrated jaws
- Capacity: Medium hard wire – 0.15” (3.8 mm)/ Hard Wire – 0.1” (2.5 mm)
- PVC dipped handle

**TT-280 10” Water Pump Plier**
- 19 smooth position adjustments
- Induction hardened jaws up to 58HRC. for high wear resistance
- Jaw capacity: 1.9” (50mm)
- Grip tie by squeezing lower jaw handle for one hand wrenching
- Pinch proof design
- PVC dipped handle

**TT-240 PowrStrip Automatic Wire Stripper**
- Automatically strips wire from 8 to 30 AWG
- Easily crimps insulated and non-insulated wire
- Built-in wire cutter
- Comfortable and lockable ErgoTex spring loaded handles
- Ideal for low voltage and alarm installations

**TT-260 CrossJaw 13” Long Needle Nose Pliers**
- Serrated jaws can easily grip small objects
- 13” extended reach and narrow profile allow access to hard to reach areas
- Twin X joint allows access with minimal handle movement
- Corrosion resistant
- Flat rivet design
- Rubberized Grips

**TT-275 8” Long Nose Plier**
- Serrated jaws for easy gripping
- Hot forged Chromium molybdenum steel
- Precision & ultra-smooth joint with no side play
- Capacity: Medium hard wire – 1.3” (3.2 mm)/ Hard Wire – 0.1” (2.2 mm)
- PVC dip handle

**TT-285 10” Crimping Plier**
- For insulated and non-insulated terminals
- Copper wire cutter up to 12AWG (2mm)
- Material: Drop forged, heat treated middle carbon steel.
- Drop forged 22-10 AWG
- PVC Dip handle